
AGENDA REQUEST DEADLINE:  All agenda requests and supporting materials must be submitted as a 
pdf to Cheryl Aker in the County Judge's office, Cheryl.Aker@co.travis.tx.us  by Tuesdays at 5:00 p.m. 
for the next week's meeting. 
 

 
 
Meeting Date: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 
Prepared By/Phone Number: C.W. Bruner, 854-9760 
Elected/Appointed Official/Dept. Head: Cyd Grimes 
Commissioners Court Sponsor: Judge Biscoe 
 
Approve twelve-month extension (Modification No. 2) to Contract No. 
4400000211 (HTE Contract No. 12T00054EC), to Sun Life Assurance 
Company of Canada, for Stop Loss Insurance Coverage. 
 

 Purchasing Recommendation and Comments:  Purchasing concurs 
with department and recommends approval of requested action. This 
procurement action meets the compliance requirements as outlined by 
the statutes. 

This contract provides stop loss insurance coverage for Travis County.  
Sun Life has been the County’s Stop Loss carrier for the health plan 
since November 1, 2011.   

This Modification No. 2 will extend the contract for an additional twelve 
(12) months, from October 1, 2013 through September 30, 2014. 

After careful evaluation and successful negotiations, Travis County was 
able to negotiate a significant reduction from the original renewal which 
proposed a 32% increase by Sun Life to a 4.98% increase. The Stop 
Loss rates will increase from $40.13 to $42.13 ($2.00) PEPM (per 
employee per month) for all three plans.  The Individual Stop Loss 
deductible also increased by $25,000 from $250,000 to $275,000 for 
Fiscal Year 2014. 

Travis County Commissioners Court approved the renewal rates for 
FY14 and the increase to the Individual Stop Loss deductible on August 
27, 2013. 

 Contract Modification Information: 

Modification Amount: Not Applicable 
Modification Type: Bilateral 

Travis County Commissioners Court Agenda Request 

Item 25



AGENDA REQUEST DEADLINE:  All agenda requests and supporting materials must be submitted as a 
pdf to Cheryl Aker in the County Judge's office, Cheryl.Aker@co.travis.tx.us  by Tuesdays at 5:00 p.m. 
for the next week's meeting. 
 

Modification Period: October 1, 2013 – September 30, 2014 
 

 Funding Information: 
  Shopping Cart/Funds Reservation in SAP: Not Applicable 
  Comments: 



Human Resources Management

700 Lavaca Street, Suite 420 • P.O. Box 1748 • Austin, Texas 78767 (512) 854-9165 / FAX(512) 854-6677

August 14, 2013
MEMORANDUM

To: C.W. Bruner, Purchasing Department

From: John Rabb, Benefit Mangej—
Shannon Steele, Benefit Administrator ,-yr2’

Subject: Renewal of Stop Loss Insurance contract with Sun Life
Financial.

Vendor services related to the above contract have been performed to the
County’s satisfaction and we are recommending the County exercise the renewal
option. The renewal rates have been discussed and negotiated to an amount
within proposed budget. The recommended renewal includes the following
changes:

• Increase the Individual Stop Loss deductible from $250,000 to $275,000.
• Exercise renewal option with Sun Life Financial effective 10-01-2013 for a

12 month contract with a composite rate of $42.14 per subscriber per
month.

The funding source for this contract is:

Stop Loss 526-1145-522-4402 Employee Stop Loss
526-1145-522-4412 Retiree Stop Loss



Sun
Life Financia1

Protection you can count on
Stop-Loss renewal proposal for

Travis County



August 8, 2013

Re.new& proposa’ presented to
Travis County
700 LAVACA ST STE 800
Austin, TX 787013102

Presented by
Sun Life Financial

Lead underwriter
Victoria Chase
Senior Underwriting Consultant

Renewal effective date
October 1, 2013

Policy number
220525

Dear Valued Customer,

Thank you for the privilege of providing you with Sun Life Stop-Loss insurance during the past year. We invite you to
place your trust in us again.

We are pleased to present the enclosed renewal proposal for the policy year ending September 30, 2013. The lead
underwriter for your renewal has carefully analyzed your case and prepared renewal options so you can choose the
coverage that best fits your current needs.

This renewal proposal provides the following information:
• Why choose Sun Life again?
• Stop-Loss highlights
• Predictable renewals
• Claims summary
• Market factors that affect stop-loss rates
• Renewal options
• Disclosures

To accept this proposal, go to the first page of the Renewal Options section. At the bottom of the page, select a
renewal option and initial it. Then sign and date the last page of that section. Please e-mail, fax, or mail ALL the
Renewal Options pages to me. To avoid a lapse in your coverage, please send the pages by September 1, 2013.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide you with expert Sun Life Stop-Loss protection and services. We look forward to
continuing to serve you. Please contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Ann Reyes

Sun Life Financial

E-mail: ann.reyest.sunlife.com

Proposa foi Tavis County
SL.PC 24342 re’ 07172012 GCK)T.2351



Why choose Sun Life again?
On this page. read about the advantages you get with Sun Life

You can count on our expertise and commitment to innovation. Weve been providing stop-loss solutions for more
than 30 years. We’re here for you. Whether that’s processing a claim reimbursement request, answering a question
about your policy, or developing a new service that helps make it easier to self-fund, Nothing compares to the sense
of confidence you’ll gain when you decide to choose Sun Life again,

Take a look at the advantages you receive with Sun Life Stop-Loss:

Claims expertise
We carefully evaluate each claim, one at a time, every single day. Dedicated, experienced claims analysts personally
process claims in an average of 10 business days, after receipt of a complete Specific claim. ‘In addition, our medical
staff provide catastrophic claims management that produces opportunities for claim savings and better patient
outcomes. Working together, over the last three years, we have processed over 68,000 claims and provided $1.3
billion in reimbursements.2

Sales and underwriting expertise
Our experienced sales and underwriting teams focus solely Sun Life Stop-Loss. They understand the intricacies of self-
funding and know how to assist you when it comes to choosing the right coverage, options, and services that best fit
your needs.

We are one of the largest direct writers of stop-loss in the United States. We retain 99.5% of the Specific risk and
100% of the Aggregate risk for Sun Life Stop-Loss policies. Because we don’t need reinsurance approval, we can
provide faster final responses to our customers’ underwriting and claim reimbursement requests.

Predictable renewals
We are fair and consistent, We apply the same standards to every renewal. Our pooled approach provides rate
stability and helps to minimize major cost changes at renewal. This gives you the ability to better manage your health
care costs over time.

Exclusive access to Sun Life cost-containment services
Our preferred cost-containment vendor program, including our Centers of Excellence network transplant program, are
among the first and most comprehensive cost-containment programs in the industry. These programs save Sun Life
customers millions of dollars each year in combined claim savings. Our preferred vendors can help control first-dollar
claims paid by the employer and catastrophic claims reimbursed by Sun Life Stop-Loss.

Comprehensive coverage that can help lower the overall cost of self-funding
Sun Life provides a wide range of innovative features, options, and services. The policy includes a variety of
reimbursable expenses such as cost-containment fees, off-label drug use, alternative-care state assessments, and
state-mandated heath care surcharges. Additional policy options provide the ability to better manage the bottom line,
giving you more control over your self-funded plan strategy.

Financial strength
Sun Life provides protection and wealth management to over 20 million people across six continents. We are a
member of the Forbes Global 2000, And independent ratings place us among the top North American financial
organizations.4You can rely on the strength and claims-paying ability of our underwriting companies.

Footnotes 1—4: see Disclosures section for footnote information.
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$topLoss highllghts
On this page, find a bilef summary of your pocy

Key features deliver greater protection
Sun Life’s standard features combined with the options you choose can deliver a greater level of protection for your
self-funded plan. Take a look:

• No New Lasers at Renewal option with Renewal Rate Cap
We believe in offering coverage for all your employees, not just the healthy ones. With the No New Lasers at
Renewal option with Renewal Rate Cap, we will not increase your premium level beyond the rate cap, and we will
not impose new or higher Specific deductibles on a covered person simply because a catastrophic claim was
incurred during the year.

• Mirroring Endorsement
This eliminates many potential coverage gaps between the underlying plan document and your Stop-Loss policy.
The Mirroring Endorsement replaces our Stop-Loss policy’s definitions, terms, and provisions with the definitions,
terms, and provisions of the underlying plan document.

Value-added cost-containment services
The following services are included with ALL Sun Life Stop-Loss policies:

• SunResources®
SunResources is our innovative safety net of cost-containment services. Customers use it on a voluntary basis to
gain access to one of the most extensive networks of cost-containment vendors in the stop-loss industry. Using
the network can provide opportunities for significant savings. Access to SunResources vendors is facilitated
through our Sun Life medical staff at no additional cost. SunResources can help lower the costs both before
a catastrophic claim occurs and on existing catastrophic claims.

• SunExcel®
The pioneering SunExcel Centers of Excellence transplant program provides patients with access to more than 100
prominent transplant facilities across the United States. Available to all covered employees and dependents,
SunExcel can have a bottom-line impact for the patient and the employer.



Predctabe renewab
On thjs page, learn about how we approach renewals

We have developed a comprehensive renewal approach to help provide customers with fair and predictable
renewals. Sun Life Stop-Loss renewals include all of the following:

• An explanation about how pooling helps deliver rate stability
• A claims summary showing how your plan is performing
• Education about market factors that affect stop-loss rates

• A clear renewal illustration that outlines current and renewal options

How pooling helps deliver renewal rate stability over time
To help produce more consistent renewal costs, we combine your company’s Stop-Loss experience with other
customers’ Stop-Loss experience. This is called “pooling.” It means that the overall cost of claims is shared by
your company and the others in the pool. It provides stability because Sun Life’s entire book of Stop-Loss
business is large enough to absorb the claim fluctuations that would be produced by any one customer.

The chart below shows how our pooled approach can provide protection against significant changes in renewal
costs. Your Stop-Loss claims can rise and fall from year to year, largely due to the volatility often associated with
catastrophic claims. In a non-pooled approach, your renewal premium would likely be adjusted each year to reflect
your individual claims experience. The corresponding rate changes might be extreme depending on how poor or
how favorable the experience was over the most recent contract periods. Pooling decreases volatility, since the cost
of the catastrophic claim is spread over the entire customer pool.

This chart shows the renewal premiums and claims experience of an actual Sun Life customer with 600 lives.

The chart below shows the overall impact of our pooled approach on our customer base. In the last three years,
93% of our renewal increases fell between 9% and 40%. Only 7% of our customer base was presented with
increases beyond 40%.
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This chart shows the historical renewal increases for Sun Life for in force business from 2008 to 2011.



Cams summary
On this page, review your current Specific cam actvty

American Reprographics Company Specific claims summary
These charts show your current Specific claims activity related to the Specific deductible.

Nurl of aoa beyond ‘ iocific de4c.tible

Specific Number of Number of Paid claims as a
Year deductible level Specific claims expected claims % of expected claims
current $250,000 4 16 25%
Prior I S225.000 9 16 58%
Prior 2
Totals 13 31 41%

This chart shows the total number of claims that exceeded the Specific deductible during the contract period(s).

Reihnrsnd ‘ieims comparnd to pad prumtums

Number of Paid Paid Paid claims as a %
Year paid claims claims amount premium of paid premium
current 4 $646,338 $1,630,883 40%
Prior 1 9 $785,886 $2345938 33%
Prior 2
Totals 13 $1,432,224 $3,976,821 36%
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This chart shows your total reimbursed claims compared to total paid premiums.

Paid clims versus paid premum

Paid claims Paid premium

42%

This chart shows your total reimbursed claims compared to total premiums.

Estimated reimbursable claims
When preparing your renewal options, Sun Life assumes that a number of claims have not yet been reported in the
current policy period. We use a completion factor—an estimated amount of time it might take for an incurred Stop-
Loss claim to be submitted for reimbursement—to predict how many claims will be submitted for reimbursement in
the remaining months of the policy period.

Completion ratos
Month 8 9 10 11
% complete

This chart shows completion rates for run-in policies.

Pending claims
Often, at the policy renewal date, there are claim reimbursement requests that have not yet been fully processed
and paid by Sun Life. Pending claims are reviewed as part of the renewal underwriting process. We understand
that the actual reimbursable amounts might change after the final claim review has been completed.

50% 62% 72%
12

100%

Year

Estimated and pending claims
Estimated Pending Total estimated & Paid

claims claims pending claims premium
Current $1,860,259 $538,747 $2,399,006 $1,630,883.20

This chart shows your estimated and pending claims amounts for the most recent policy period.
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Market factors that affect stopioss rates
Qn this page. learn more about medical trend and key heaith care costs

There are a variety of market factors that health insurance carriers and stop-loss insurance carriers take into account
when setting rates. The key factors that affect stop-loss rates are medical trend, leveraged trend, the health care
plan, and the group’s attributes. Other factors that are taken into consideration include economic conditions, current
legislation, and the stop-loss industry itself.

Here’s an explanation of the key factors that affect stop-loss rates:

Medical trend
Medical trend is a prediction of how much health care costs will rise over time. When an employer chooses to self-
fund its health plan, it accepts responsibility for paying the bills for health care services that its employees and their
dependents use. Unlike an insured plan, the employer runs the risk that the total cost will be considerably higher
than expected.

A closer look at health care costs
Health care costs are variable. One type of health care cost can rise or fall at a different rate compared to another
type of health care cost. In addition, the type of health care cost can have an impact on different types of insurance.
For example, a shift in cost for physician services is likely to have a greater impact on the employer’s portion of
claims within a self-funded medical plan. This is because a large percentage of employees use physician services
without ever reaching the catastrophic claim levels that would qualify for reinsurance by a stop-loss carrier.

The four main areas of health care costs include:
1. Physician services
2. Pharmacy
3. Inpatient services
4. Outpatient services

The charts below illustrate how annual medical trend rates fluctuate based on type of service and frequency of use by
the insured population.

Key areas of health care costs
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The health care plan and the group’s attributes
In addition to medical trend, there are other factors that can influence how a stop-loss carrier sets its rates. Here
are a few of the most significant:
• Health care plan design: which services are included; co-payments; deductibles; employee contributions
• Managed care selections: the choice of preferred provider organization (PPO) or a health maintenance

organization (HMO); participation levels; incentives; health care practices (for example, higher-cost experimental
procedures can become generally accepted in the medical community, and therefore become newly covered)

• The group’s attributes: who’s covered; the geographic location of the employer; the type of industry

Because of these factors, even if medical trend is between 7% and 13%, stop-loss premium can still increase.

Pooo.sO Or TraOs rDountt
SPC 24343 rev 07172012 OSLO 2001 S of 14



Market factors that affect stoploss rates, continued
frOn thjs paqe. fearn more about averaged trend

Leveraged trend
Leveraged trend is a prediction of how much the cost of catastrophic claims—the type of claims that stop-loss insurance
covers—will rise or fall over time in relation to health care costs.

In the chart below, the cost of the claim increases by 10% due to medical trend, and the customer keeps the Specific
deductible of $250,000 for two years. The 10% increase in medical trend has a larger impact on the catastrophic claim
because the employer’s risk allocation remains the same.
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How to reduce the impact of leveraged trend
Employers can help offset the effect of leveraged trend on their Specific stop-loss premium by choosing a higrer
Specific deductible.

If the Specific deductible remains the same from year to year, the division of the risk between the customer and the
stop-loss insurer will change. The stop-loss carrier will assume a larger portion of risk in return for higher premiums.
The employer can help stabilize stop-loss rates by adjusting the Specific deductible.

In the chart below, the cost of the claim increases by 10% due to medical trend. The employer chose to increase its
risk responsibility by increasing the Specific deductible amount. This changed the risk allocation, so the carrier can
then reduce the stop-loss premium.
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250,000
Specific level

Employer’s

responsibility

Year 1 Year2
Specific deductible $250,000 Specific deductible $250,000
Total claim $400,000 Total claim—with 10% trend $440,000
Stop-loss claim $150,000 Stop-loss claim $190,000

Stop-loss claim % increase 27%

.000

Stop-loss claim

$250,000
Specific level

Stop-loss claim

Employers
responsibility

$275,000

ISpecific level

Yearl Year2
Specific deductible $250,000
Total claim $400,000
Stop-loss claim $150,000
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Specific deductible
Same claim—with 10% trend
Stop-loss claim

$275,000
$440,000
$165,000
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Renewal options
fr Qn thcs oaao sc:ect ttn’ cow and renew& cohen that bent cts veer corrow nec Os

Current and renewal rate summary
7 - 7w_

/ .nn
Composite
Total

Specific Stop Loss policy details and renewal options
/

Individual Specific deductible
Aggregating Specific deductible
Annual maximum
Lifetime maximum

L’t{ton rt$fl*t-4cr.e21;]jZfr

_____

$250,000 $250,000 $275,000 $300,000
None None None None

Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited
Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited

Contract basis
Benefits covered
Composite
Total monthly premium
Renewal rate action as a % increase to current monthly premium

PAID
Medical and Rx

40.13
$205,144.56

n, nfv- .

PAID PAID PAID
Medical and Rx Medical and Rx Medical and Rx

$52.g7 $42.13 $40.15
$270,782.64 $215,368.56 $205,246.80

32.0% 5.0% 0.0%

Total estimated annual plan costs

/

Total annual premium $2,461,734.72 $3,249,391.68 $2,584,422.72 $2,462,961.60
Total estimated self-funded plan costs $2,461,734.72 $3,249,391.68 $2,584,422.72 $2,462,961.60
Renewal rate action as a % increase to total estImated ennuat 32.0% 5.0% 0.0%
plan cost.

Select renewal option

Initial selected renewal option

5112

5.112
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Renewa optbns, continued
On this page, !earn more about the features and services incuded in your renewa

Specific Stop-Loss coverage
The following are included in your policy:

No New Lasers at Renewal option with Renewal Rate Cap of 50%
The rate cap applies to Specific rates and the Aggregating Specific deductible (if applicable), and it
assumes there are no material changes to the underlying plan, the Sun Life Stop-Loss policy, or the
group being covered.

• Mirroring Endorsement
Mirroring of your plan document is subject to review and approval by Sun Life and may affect the quoted
rates. Within 90 days of the policy effective date, we need your plan document and an executed Renewal
Options signature page.

• Simultaneous Reimbursement option
• SunExcel® Centers of Excellence transplant program

This exclusive program is provided to all Sun Life Stop-Loss customers.
• SunResources® preferred network program

This exclusive program is provided to all Sun Life Stop-Loss customers.
• Retiree coverage
• Terminal Liability option

The following are not included in your policy:
• Clinical Trials option
• Electronic Funds Transfer

Assumptions
• Transplant rider

Sun Life assumes that if a Transplant rider is in place with your health care plan, that Sun Life is
designated as secondary claims payer.

Related provider reimbursement percentage
For health care provider groups, Sun Life sets the in-facility claim reimbursement at Not applicable.

Producer commissions
Sun Life pays the following commission percent to the Stop-Loss producers: 00.0%.

Specific Stop-Loss renewal acceptance
Acceptance of your Specific Stop-Loss renewal by Sun Life is subject to timely receipt of a signed renewal
proposal and contingent upon a review of large claims over $50,000 with diagnosis/prognosis for the period of
October 1, 2012 through August 1, 2013 with accompanying required information. For large claims,
the required information includes paid claims, and notification of known situations. Upon review of your large
claims information, we reserve the right to recalculate quoted rates.

Sun Life will not reimburse for claims expenses that incur outside the Policy Year parameters.

General coverage
• Assumptions

The above rates assume that your underlying plan will be brought into compliance with the Mental Health
Parity Act, and that covered expenses, as defined under the Mental Health Parity Act, will be covered as
“any other illness.” This renewal proposal also assumes there are no underlying plan limits that are
inconsistent with the guidelines established by the Americans with Disabilities Act.

• Affordable Care Act accommodations
This renewal proposal represents Sun Life’s efforts to work with you to meet your requirements under the
Affordable Care Act (ACA), including, but not limited to, the dependent age provisions of the ACA. According
to the rescission provision of the ACA, it is the self-funded medical plan’s responsibility to keep its census
data up to date at all times. If the self-funded medical plan inadvertently does not remove a terminated
participant, Sun Life may deny any claims from the participant. However, in that situation, the self-funded
medical plan is responsible for the claim.

Authorized signature

Printed name





Disclosures
On this page, find footnote references and poHcy information

1. Specific claims processing performance is based on year-end 2011 data.
2. Claims processing and reimbursement data are from 2009—2011.
3. Sun Life is #593 in the Forbes Global 2000, 2012 edition, according to the website (last accessed on July 12, 2012):
http://www.forbes.com/g lobal2000/#p_1_s_aO_All%20industries_All%2ocountries_All%2ostates_Sun%2OLi.
4. For current financial ratings, please visit www.sunlife.com.

The following Service is not insurance and carries a separate charge, which is included with the price of your
coverage: Medical Sightlines Intelligence provided by Verisk, Inc. Sun Life is not responsible or liable for care,
services, or advice given by any provider or vendor of the Service. Sun Life reserves the right to discontinue the
Service at any time. SightlinesTM Medical Intelligence is owned by Verisk Health. If a third party administrator (TPA)
chooses to use SightlinesTM Medical Intelligence, no software license is required between the TPA and Verisk Health
or the TPA and Sun Life. The TPA transmits and accesses its data through Verisk Health’s secure website. A TPA
has access only to its own data.

Producer licensing
All Sun Life Financial companies require producers using insurance quotes we issue for the purpose of
soliciting, selling, or negotiating insurance to be licensed both by the state where the prospective client is
located and by any state where the solicitation, sale, or negotiation of insurance occurs, if different. This
requirement pertains to all forms of solicitation, sale, or negotiation of insurance, including but not limited to
solicitation, sale, or negotiation conducted in person, by telephone, by e-mail, by fax, or otherwise.

Producer compensation
All Sun Life Financial companies may pay the selling broker, agency, or third party administrator compensation for
the promotion, sale, and renewal of the products and services offered in this proposal. In addition to our standard
compensation arrangements, we may make additional cash payments or reimbursements to selling brokers in
recognition of their marketing and distribution activities, persistency levels, and volume of business. We encourage
brokers and their clients to discuss what commission or other compensation may be paid in connection with the
purchase of products and services from the company. For New York—issued cases, producers must comply with the
specific compensation requirements of New York Regulation 194.

Plan and rates
This renewal proposal is based on the employee census information that was provided. Acceptance of the group and
final rates will be determined by the Sun Life home office in the United States based on actual enrollment and case
experience, if required. Terms and conditions of any coverage under the policy will be determined by all necessary
final data and by underwriting rules, policy requirements, and policy provisions in effect on the date coverage begins.

Underwriting companies
The Sun Life Financial group of companies operates under the “Sun Life Financial” and “Sun Life” names. In the
United States and elsewhere, insurance products are offered by members of the Sun Life Financial group of
companies that are insurance companies. Sun Life Financial Inc., the publicly traded holding company for the Sun
Life Financial group of companies, is not an insurance company and does not guarantee the obligations of these
insurance companies. Each insurance company relies on its own financial strength and claims-paying ability.

Group insurance policies are underwritten by Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada (Wellesley Hills, MA) in all
states, except New York, under Policy Form Series 02-SL and 07-SL. In New York, group insurance policies are
underwritten by Sun Life Insurance and Annuity Company of New York (New York, NY) under Policy Form Series 02-
NYSL and 07-NYSL. Product offerings may not be available in all states and may vary depending on state laws
regulations.

© 2012 Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, Wellesley Hills, MA 02481. All rights reserved. Sun Life Financial and the globe
symbol are registered trademarks of Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada. Visit us at w.sunlife.com/us.

StEC 24342 rev. 07172012 GSLOT2551



MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT NUMBER: 12T00054EC, Stop Loss Insurance Coverage      PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES 

                                                                     (SAP # 4400000211) 
 
ISSUED BY: 
 
PURCHASING OFFICE 
700 LAVACA STREET 
8TH FLOOR 
AUSTIN, TX 78701 

 
PURCHASING AGENT ASST: 
 
CW Bruner 
TEL. NO:   (512) 854-9760 
FAX NO:    (512) 854-4211 

 
DATE PREPARED: 
 
August 27, 2013 

 
ISSUED TO:                                1000010262 
Sun Life Assurance Company of 
Canada 
One Sun Life Executive Park 
Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts 02481 

MODIFICATION NO.:

 

2 

EXECUTED DATE OF ORIGINAL 
CONTRACT:  

 

October 25, 2011 

 
ORIGINAL CONTRACT TERM DATES:  November 1, 2011 – October 1, 2012 
 

 
CURRENT CONTRACT TERM DATES:  October 1, 2013 - September 30, 2014 

 
FOR TRAVIS COUNTY INTERNAL USE ONLY: Original Contract Amount: $__N/A_________  Current Modified Amount $_______N/A_______  
 
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES:  Except as provided herein, all terms, conditions, and provisions of the document referenced above as heretofore 
modified, remain unchanged and in full force and effect. 
 

 This modification number two to the Agreement Collateral to Stop Loss Policy to be Issued to Travis County, Texas  
by Sun Life assurance Company of Canada, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts is made by the following parties:  
Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, (“Our”, “Us”, and “We” in this Amendment) and Travis County, Texas (“You” or 
“Your” in this Amendment”). 
 RECITALS 
 You and We entered into a contract for stop loss coverage for a self-funded health coverage for county employees, 
retirees, and their dependents that began October 1, 2011.  
 The Changes provision of the Agreement Collateral allows Us and You to amend the Agreement Collateral in 
writing signed by both Us and You.  

AGREEMENT TO AMEND CONTRACT 
You and We agree to amend the Agreement Collateral as follows: 
 

1.0 EXERCISE OF OPTION: Pursuant to the Term and Extension of Policy Period provision of the Agreement Collateral, 
as amended herein, You exercise Your option to extend this policy period for an additional one year option period from 
October 1, 2013 through September 30, 2014. 
 

2.0 MODIFICATION TO AGREEMENT COLLATERAL: Pursuant to the Changes provision of the Agreement 
Collateral, the Policy provision of the Agreement Collateral is deleted and the following is inserted in its place: 
 Policy to be issued to Travis County, Texas, by Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts for the first  
 year of this Agreement Collateral is based on the Sample Only Policy attached to this Collateral Agreement and  the quotation for  
 17/11 Specific Stop Loss Coverage for the three Travis County healthcare plan options with a Specific Deductible of $225,000 with a  
Note to Vendor:  

[ X ] Complete and sign your portion of the signature block section below for all copies and return all signed copies to Travis County. 

[    ] DO NOT execute and return to Travis County.  Retain for your records. 
 
 
LEGAL BUSINESS NAME:        
 
     BY:            
          SIGNATURE 
 
     BY:            
          PRINT NAME 
 
TITLE:            
            ITS DULY AUTHORIZED AGENT 

□ DBA 

□ CORPORATION 

□ OTHER 

 
DATE: 

 
TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS 
 
BY:            
      CYD V. GRIMES, C.P.M., TRAVIS COUNTY PURCHASING AGENT 

 

 
DATE: 

 
TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS 
 
BY:            
      SAMUEL T. BISCOE, TRAVIS COUNTY JUDGE  
 

 
DATE: 
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three month terminal liability coverage attached to this Collateral Agreement and all other provisions indicated in 
this Collateral Agreement and  its attachments.    

 

Policy issued to Travis County, Texas, by Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, Wellesley Hills, 
Massachusetts for the first year of this Agreement Collateral is amended for the first option period so that the 
Specific Stop Loss Coverage for the six Travis County healthcare plan options (three for employees and three for 
retirees) is on a Paid Claims Basis with an Unlimited Specific Lifetime Maximum with a Specific Deductible of 
$250,000 and all other provisions indicated in this Collateral Agreement and  its attachments.   
 
Policy issued to Travis County, Texas, by Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, Wellesley Hills, 
Massachusetts for the first year of this Agreement Collateral as amended for the first option period is amended for 
the second option period so that the Specific Stop Loss Coverage for the six Travis County healthcare plan options 
(three for employees and three for retirees) is on a Paid Claims Basis with an Unlimited Specific Lifetime 
Maximum with a Specific Deductible of $275,000 and all other provisions indicated in this Collateral Agreement 
and  its attachments.   

 

3.0 MODIFICATION TO POLICY  
 

3.1 Pursuant to the Changes provision of the Agreement Collateral, the following Schedule 
of Benefits, Specific Benefit is added to the Policy for the second option period: 

 

Schedule of Benefits 
Specific Benefit 

 

Original Specific Benefit Effective Date  November 1, 2011 

Benefit Specifications 

Policy Year October 1, 2013 through September 30, 2014  

Reimbursement Percentage 100% of Eligible Expenses 

Covered Benefits Medical, including Prescription Drugs 

Specific Benefit Deductible $275,000.00 

Specific Benefit Lifetime Maximum 
Eligible Expenses Unlimited  

Specific Benefit Claims Basis 29/11 (6 Month Run-in) 
Eligible Expenses include only those expenses Incurred 
after November 1, 2011 during a Policy Year, or within 
6 months prior to the first Policy year and Paid during a 
Policy Year  

Covered Units Single Employee, Employee and Family 
Retirees Covered 

Specific Benefit Premium Rate $42.14 per Single Employee, Employee and Family per 
month 

Premium Due Date The Policy Effective Date and the first day of each 
succeeding month 

4.0 INCORPORATION OF CONTRACT: You and we hereby incorporate this amendment into the 
Agreement Collateral as amended by this Modifications One and Two. You and we hereby ratify all of 
the terms and conditions of the Agreement as amended. 
 

5.0 EFFECTIVE DATE: The changes stated in this amendment are effective October 1, 2013. 
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